ORPHEUS XXI
MUSIC FOR LIFE
AND
DIGNITY

Orpheus, master of musicians had the power to charm and enchant any living being of this world,
humans, nature, animals with his singing and his playing. Capable to tame the most savage beasts, to
reconcile men in conflict, to move hills, and change the flow of the rivers, he went beyond the singing
of the mermaids and allowed ships to go from West to East. Orpheus brings peace, harmony, heals,
prophesies.
Jordi Savall is not indifferent to the migratory waves in the 2010’s. Accompanied by faithful musicians
like Waed Bouhassoun and Moslem Rahal, he went to the Calais jungle in 2016, then to the camps of
Thessaloniki in Greece. He was shocked by the situation the migrants live and decided to come to the
rescue of refugee musicians. While he is aware music cannot solve everything, “it nevertheless helps
find a path so that life is more humane”.
Around twenty migrant and refugee musicians have been selected in Europe—Catalonia, France,
Norway, Germany—to form an ensemble and to teach refugee and migrant children to ensure that
these young people may continue the musical and cultural transmission of their heritage. These
musicians are responsible for a memory, holders of rich musical repertoires, that are threatened, by
war, and by ethnical and religious intolerance. Traditional instruments such as oud, saz, nay and
duduk, qanun, percussions from the Maghreb or the East, together with singers make this Muslim,
Christian and Jewish music resonate. With emotion and intercultural dialogue as a common
denominators.
In this ensemble of musicians—Kurdish, Syrian, Bengali, Sudanese, Turkish, Moroccan, Afghan,
Armenian—no one has the right to dominate the others. Despite the languages and the different
repertoires, the music speaks of common themes that join together, the cultures feed with the contact
of others.
Today, Orpheus XXI has been to perform in Catalonia, France, Norway and, Morocco: Festival des Suds
in Arles, Musique et Histoire de Fontfroide, Les Traversées de Noirlac, Festival des Musiques Sacrées of
Fès, Musée National de l’Histoire et de l’Immigration, Nuits Blanches in Paris, Festival Mercat de Música
Viva de Vic, Festival Connexions of Barcelona, Philharmonie of Paris, Musiques en Eté in Geneva, Festival
des Hauts de Garonne in Bordeaux, Les Inattendues in Tournai, Terres de Paroles, Nuits d’orient in
Dijon…

“One of the most tragic flaws of humankind is its
important capacity for amnesia. That is why we
want to offer you this ‘concert against oblivion’.
Convinced that due to the commitment and the art
of all these musicians, the strength of the emotion
and the beauty of these songs at once ancient and
current, will make us – like Orpheus’ singing – more
sensitive and more generously united.”
Jordi Savall

Jordi Savall à la Jungle de Calais en 2016 © Bertrand Haquette

Artistic ensemble
Orpheus XXI is made by just over 20 professional musicians, from various origins and living in Europe
(France, Spain, Germany, Belgium, Norway). Students of Orpheus, taking part in Orpheus workshops, may
join the ensemble. Therefore, it has a variable composition, according to the possibilities and themes. In
order to develop the idea of bringing cultures and to display a diversity of repertoire, we seek to favor
ensembles with more than 5 musicians.

Artistic direction
Waed Bouhassoun

Originally from southern Syria, Waed Bouhassoun was born in a
(C)PhilippeMatsas
village near Soueida, into a family fond of music:
her father gave her a
little oud when she was only seven years old. Coming from the same
region as the singers Asmahan and Farid El Atrache, she quickly
opened up to music other than that of her native country since, as a
child, her parents took her to live for two years in Yemen where she
discovered the local music during women's meetings. Continuing to
practice her instrument, she then entered the Damascus Conservatory,
at that time very influenced by Western music. She took advantage of
these various influences to create a personal style, while remaining
faithful to the musical spirit of her country. As soon as she appeared in
Aleppo, her talent was immediately recognized by the community:
afterwards she would perform in Paris, at the Maison des Cultures du
Monde and then at the Institut du Monde Arabe in March 2006 where
she had a great success. Since then, she has been performing concerts
in the Arab world, at the Damascus Opera, the Assilah Festival, the
Madinah Festival in Tunis... etc.

In 2009, she recorded her first CD, La Voix de l'Amour in the collection of the Institut du Monde Arabe,
and in the same year obtained the Coup de Coeur from the Charles Cros Academy. In 2014, she recorded
her second solo CD at Buda Musique in Paris, L'Âme du luth, for voice and oud. This album also won in
2015 a "Coup de Coeur" from the Charles Cros Academy. In September 2016, La Voix de la Passion, her
Waedthird
Bouhassoun
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CD,©was
released
byduBuda Musique in Paris. In March 2019, Safar: Lost Souls was released, her fourth
monde, François Guénet
CD, also from Buda Musique in Paris.

In addition to her solo career, Waed Bouhassoun regularly collaborates with Jordi Savall and his ensemble
Hespérion XXI for concerts and recordings. In 2013, she participated in the recording of the CD Orient
Occident II - Homage to Syria and in 2016, for the two CDs Ramon Llull and Granada, and in 2019, for
the CD Ibn Battuta le Voyageur of Islam.
With Jordi Savall, she actively contributes to the implementation of her Creative Europe Orpheus XXI Music for Life and Dignity project, for the transmission of musical heritage to new generations and
animates music workshops for refugee and displaced children so that these are not cut off from their
cultural roots.
Waed Bouhassoun currently lives in Paris where she is preparing a thesis in ethnomusicology.
In March 2018, she was appointed Knight in the Order of Arts and Letters by the Minister of Culture:
Françoise Nyssen.

Moslem Rahal
Moslem Rahal was born in 1977 in Latakia, Syria, into a family
of artists. Son of a poet and brother of musicians, Moslem was
fascinated by his brothers’ the percussions and string
instruments from early childhood, although the chosen
instrument would be the "Ney" (reed flute made in several sizes
to suit different tones).
Faced with the difficulty of obtaining good quality sound, at the
age of 14, Moslem became interested in making his own
instrument. Quickly, he is recognized in his hometown as the
best player and builder of ney. He is today one of the main
experts on this instrument in the world.
A graduate of Damascus Conservatory in 2003, Moslem taught ney in Damascus, Homs and was a soloist
with the Syrian National Symphony Orchestra. He has been called as a member of the jury for numerous
musical competitions, in Syria, Algeria, and Tunisia. He has also participated in various research projects
on instrumental techniques of ney, music from the Middle East and eastern maqam. In 2006 he was
invited to join the Arab Academy of Music.
Moslem Rahal has performed with many international orchestras, in renowned concert halls and operas
around the world, and is recognized as one of the most noted musicians of his generation.
Moselm Rahal
In 2012, he met Jordi Savall and started playing with the Hespérion XXI ensemble. He took part in
recordings and concerts of Orient-Occident and Ibn Battuta.
Thanks to his musical research work and his numerous collaborations with European artists, he is a key
figure in the interpretation of oriental music at the heart of western interpretation. This knowledge also
led him to be one of the two artistic directors of the ORPHEUS XXI project, created by Jordi Savall.

The Musicians of Orpheus XXI
Bashar Al Dghlawi (Syrian) - Derbuka - percussion
Safi Al Hafez (Syrian) - Oud and vocal
Tarek Al Hammad (Syrian) - Vocal
Rebal Alkhodari (Syrian) - Oud and vocal
Shadi Al Moghrabi (Syrian) - Oud
Imad Amrah (Moroccan) - Cajon, percussion and vocal
Georgi Dimitrov (Bulgarian) Qanun
Hassan Elbili (Moroccan) - Vocal
Mojtaba Fasihi (Iranian) - Vocal
Rusan Filiztek (Kurdish) - Saz and vocal
Abo Gabi (syro-palestinian) - Vocal
Khalil Guerrow (Syrian) - Violin
Hovhannes Karakhanyan (Armenian) - Duduk
Ibrahim Keivo (Syrian of Armenian origin) - Bouzouki, Saz, vocal
Neşet Kutas (Kurdish) - Percussion
Azmari Nirjhar (Bangladeshi) - vocal
Abazar Musa (Sudanese) - vocal and guitar
Yannis Papaioannou (Greek) - violin
Maemon Rahal (Syrian) - Reqq, qanun, percussions
Abdoul Hameed Sakhizada (Afghan) - dambora and vocal
Mostafa Taleb (Iranian) - Kamancheh

Students of Orpheus and
training

Avec la Syrie (c) PhilippeMatsas

Between summer 2017 and summer 2019, the
professional musicians of Orpheus XXI were able to
transmit their musical knowledge to children and young
people, also refugees or migrants.
These workshops, hosted by conservatories, community
centers, social associations, educational institutions, in
several European cities, making it possible to continue
the oral transmission of these intangible heritage. Also,
within Orpheus XXI, to share their culture and discover
that of others.
Some Orpheus students were able to join the scene as
professional musicians, some as amateurs, others found
their calling for music.
The workshops continue today in Barcelona and
Germany and we are looking to develop them again in
France. The main practice is singing.

The Repertoires of Orpheus XXI
The musical repertoire of Orpheus XXI brings together music from the different countries of origin of
the musicians. Each musician offers a piece of his culture to share with others.
The repertoire is mainly Persian, Afghan, Kurdish, Bangladeshi, an Arab. A repertoire ranging from the
Mashreq to the Maghreb, and to Sudan, and also a repertoire exploring the shores of the Mediterranean.
Jordi Savall likes to create bridges between ancient and traditional music, to allow distant worlds to
meet. For him, "music is rooted in popular traditions", bearers of the identity of a people. Thus, the
musicians of Orpheus XXI are also chosen to give voice to the songs and music of their tradition and to
associate them with medieval and Sephardic music.
The repertoire of Orpheus XXI is representative of these intercultural dialogues, between East and West,
across eras and religions.

Some examples of artistic proposal:
FAR VOICES - creation at the Music and History Festival of Fontdroide (2019)
Waed Bouhassoun (Syria), vocal & oud; Moslem Rahal (Syria), ney; Rusan Filiztek (Turkey), saz, vocal &
percussion; Neşet Kutas (Turkey), percussion; Georgi Dimitrov (Bulgaria), qânûn; Mojtaba Fasiih (Iran),
vocal; Mostafa Taleb (Iran), kamânche; Hovhannes Karakhanyan (Armenia), duduk.
Each of us would have two voices, one, loud, with which we speak in public and another, interior, with
which we are in permanent dialogue. Orpheus XXI offers these artists who have known how to listen to
their inner voice the possibility of expressing it with force. The techniques, the sounds, the different
timbres coming from different horizons and often distant, come together, then mingle in the same desire
to challenge an established order. (Waed Bouhassoun)
TAKHT - creation 2020 at the Rocher de Palmer
Safi Al Hafez (Syrian), oud and vocal; Imad Amrah (Moroccan), cajon, vocal; Georgi Dimitrov (Bulgarian)
qanun; Khalil Guerrow (Syrian) violin; Maemon Rahal (Syrian) reqq, vocal; Moslem Rahal, (Syrian) ney,
artistic direction
"Takht" (in Arabic "bed", or "platform"), is a very old term that defines the Arab musical orchestra. In the
past, musicians played in the lounge of palaces for sultans or caliphs, installed on divan. The Takht is
traditionally made up of the following instruments: oud, qanun, kamanche (Arabic violin), nay (flute) and
reqq (percussion). During a harmonious musical suite, built around the different Arab maqam, the solo
parts of the instrumentalists or the singer dialogue with the orchestral parts, giving free rein to
improvisation and ornamentation.

FROM MAGHREB TO MASHREK - creation at the Montpellier Opera - Arabesques festival (2019)
variable ensemble (8 musicians minimum)
There is a desire in the Middle East to get to know the Maghreb better, these three countries, Morocco,
Algeria and Tunisia, which are geographically far from us, but historically and culturally so close. This feeling
is reciprocated, everyone is attracted to one another. We speak the same Arabic language but our accents
differ. And then there was the discovery of the musical repertoire, that of Andalusian poetry which, although
it has reached us in the Middle East, is interpreted differently and has its codes specific to each of these two
parts of the Arab World. (Waed Bouhassoun)
LA NUIT DU MAWLID - creation at the Théâtre de l'Atelier with the Institute of Cultures of Islam - (2019)
10 musicians
On the occasion of Mawlid Al Nabawîy, a celebration of the birth of the prophet Mohamed, Orpheus XXI,
invited by the Institute of Cultures of Islam, worked on a specific program of sacred, Muslim, Christian and
Jewish music.
L'HOTE - concert- reading on the short story by Albert Camus- creation during the musical residency
Orpheus XXI offers a musical illustration of the short story by Albert Camus, composed of oriental songs,
background music. This concert was performed at the Festival des Inattendues in Tournai in Belgium and at
the Festival Terre de Paroles in Normandy. It can be associated with the projection of Jacques Ferrandez's
drawings (comic strip).
The short story, extracted from the collection L'Exil et le Royaume, raises the question of the host, the place of
the foreigner and who is he, morals and conscience, in the Algeria in revolution, at the dawn of war.

Concerts
Festival de Maguelone - 2018
Musée de l'Armée - Nuit Blanche Paris - 2018
Festival de Poblet - août 18 (Kevoke)
Festival de Poblet - août 18 (El Maya)
Festival de Fontfroide- juillet 18 (Lamuny)
Festival de Fontfroide - juillet 18 (Lalli Djan)

Interviews - Documentary
Reportage de Manon Louise Rudant
Au Musée d'Art et d'Histoire de Saint-Denis - Journée mondiale des réfugiés (2018)
Ateliers en Espagne et Uskudar
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CONTACT
Anne Le Gouguec
annelegouguec@orpheus21.eu
tel- 00 33 6 44 94 23 75
agenda on http://orpheus21.eu/
Jordi Savall. Orpheus XXI. Poblet 2018.(c)ToniPeñarroya

Orpheus XXI est un projet interculturel d'action pédagogique et créative, en faveur
des jeunes réfugiés et immigrants, conçu par Jordi Savall
co-développé initialement par la Fondation Centre Internacional de Música Antiga,
la Saline Royale d’Arc-et-Senans, ICORN et Coop'Agir
avec le soutien de la Commission européenne dans le cadre du programme Europe
Créative, de la Fondation Orange, les des Fondations Edmond de Rothschild

